In many fields of NLP, supervised machine learning methods reach the best performance results. Apart from creating new classification models, there are two possibilities to improve classification performance: (i) improve the comprehensiveness of feature representations of linguistic instances, and (ii) improve the quality of the training gold standard. While researchers in some fields can rely on standard corpora and feature sets, others have to create their own domain specific corpus and feature representations. The same is true for practitioners developing NLP-based applications. We present a software prototype that uses interactive visualization to support researchers and practitioners in two aspects: (i) spot problems with the feature set and define new features to improve classification performance, and (ii) find groups of instances hard to label or that get systematically mislabeled by annotators to revise the annotation guidelines. 
Introduction
Supervised machine learning methods provide state-of-the-art performance in many fields of NLP. Researchers who want to advance the state-of-the-art either deal with the development of new classification methods that better model the linguistic data, or improve training data by developing clean and accurately labeled corpora and feature definitions that allow for an effective vector representation of linguistic entities and provide as much discriminatory information as possible for accurate classification. Guyon and Elisseeff (2003) identify the feature definition step as the one that should be tackled first when trying to improve classification performance. In this paper, we present the prototype of an interactive software system that helps researchers with the task of spotting problems with their vector representations as well as with the gold labels of their corpora. It is based on concepts from the field of Visual Analytics, which evolved from the field of visualization and incorporates methods from data mining, data representation, and human computer interaction. Visual Analytics systems (Cook and Thomas, 2005; Keim et al., 2008) typically employ automatic data aggregation and data mining methods that enable users to retrieve useful information out of vast and often unstructured amounts of data. Data aggregation and filtering methods are used to highlight relevant aspects of the data and the data mining models and visualizations can be steered and controlled through user interaction. Such an interactive system can support feature engineers in NLP, who need to get a comprehensive overview of the linguistic data at hand in order to derive meaningful linguistic features that describe the data accurately with respect to a specific classification problem. While interacting with the tool, a sensemaking (Russell et al., 1993) loop is established and new insights into the data, the usefulness of features and the interaction between feature representations and classification algorithms are created. The presented tool combines interactive visualization techniques with unsupervised clustering methods to effectively support researchers with the task of refining vector representations by creating new features, as well as finding systematic annotation errors in the corpus. It provides information about the effectiveness and discriminatory power (cf. Somol et al., 2010) of the current feature representation by displaying the current state of the classifier in combination with a hierarchical clustering of the instance space to easily identify problematic instances. Feature engineers can examine such instances, derive new features, implement and test them. When adding a new feature, the system updates all views instantaneously and thus gives much richer feedback about their impact than just the bare performance numbers of the resulting classifier. Apart from deriving new features, mislabeled instances can help updating annotation guidelines by refining or adding annotation rules. Some of the mislabeled instances can additionally be used as examples for annotation guidelines in order to convey labeling rules more effectively.
The FeatureForge System
The first part of this section presents the FeatureForge desktop, depicted in Figure 1 . It describes what information is displayed in its views and how it is presented to the users. The second part concentrates on interaction with the views and their interplay. FeatureForge currently integrates the feature definition language of the ColumnDataClassifier which is part of the Stanford Classifier suite (Manning and Klein, 2003) and makes them available to users, with the restriction of only allowing Boolean feature definitions, resulting in Boolean instance vectors. The prototype supports the column-based file format of the ColumnDataClassifier for the primary data of instances. Primary data is the data on which features are defined, and which has been extracted from the linguistic classification entities in a previous step. Users are able to load an arbitrary number of files containing instance sets. 
Views and Visualizations
The Primary Data View (a) displays a table containing the instances from the loaded instance sets. Alternatively, by selecting the checkbox on top, the list of instances displayed can be restricted to the currently selected instances of other views. The column that contains the gold labels is highlighted by color. Users can select colors for each class in the dataset. The current prototype supports only data with binary labels (we chose the colors blue and ocher for them in Figure 1 ).
The Feature Definition View (b) shows a list of the currently defined features and allows the user to add, remove, activate and deactivate features at any time. Feature definitions can also be loaded from file. After users have modified the list of feature definitions in this view, the feature representations for the currently loaded instance sets are updated by clicking the extract features button.
The Classifier View (d) visualizes the classification model with the test set to give users an impression of the classifier's state and performance. Currently the classification methods integrated in the FeatureForge prototype are the linear and the logistic classifiers from the Stanford suite, and linear support vector machines (LibLinear, Fan et al., 2008) . The decision boundary of a model is depicted as a white line separating the two instance half spaces. The instances of the test set are mapped on the 2D plane of the Classifier View. For the arrangement along the horizontal axis the classifier confidence (either geometric distance from decision boundary or probability estimate) is used. The position along the vertical axis is determined by the first principal component of the 50 most uncertain instances on each side of the decision boundary. We restrict the PCA to a subset of test instances to keep computational expense at a feasible level and guarantee interactivity. We chose examples with high uncertainty for this to keep the fidelity of their 2D representation highest. The vertical position of all other instances
where v(d i ) gives the vertical position of an instance d i , U i are the ten instances from the PCA set closest to d i , and e gives the Euclidean distance in the original vector space (cf. Heimerl et al., 2012) . The Classifier View colors the instances from the test set according to their gold label to allow easy identification of misclassified instances. This view also includes a performance panel that evaluates micro-and macro-F scores (upper left corner).
The Cluster View (e) displays a hierarchical clustering of the test set computed by agglomorative clustering based on Euclidean distance between the instances. We use Ward's linkage (Ward, 1963) as the cluster similarity measure, which at each iteration joins the two clusters resulting in the minimal increase in the residual sum of squares with respect to the cluster centroids. A frequently used visualization method for hierarchical clusters are dendrograms (e.g. in Manning et al., 2008; Seo and Shneiderman, 2002) . The Cluster View in the FeatureForge prototype uses a radial dendrogram to visualize the clustering of the test instances. The advantage of the radial layout is that it provides more space for the growing number of nodes towards the perimeter of the circle thus providing a better overview of the clustering tree. Instances with identical feature representations are joined before the clustering and form one leaf node in the tree. Each node is labeled with the number of instances that the respective cluster contains. The color of the nodes is chosen according to the signed homogeneity value, which we define as (
, where c 1 and c 2 are the number of instances of the two classes in the cluster. The color of the node is the color of c 1 if signed homogeneity is +1, and the color of c 2 if its value is −1. If the homogeneity value reaches 0, the node color is red. For values in between ±1 and 0, the color is interpolated between red and the color of c 1 or the color of c 2 , respectively.
The Vector Set View (f) provides information about the attributes of selected instances. Each dimension 1 occupies a row of the table with the following information (in order of the columns): textual description, weights of the classification model, variance of values, occurrences of attribute. The last column is partitioned into three blocks. The middle one displays the fraction of instances that have the respective attribute, as a numerical value and with color being interpolated between white (0%) and black (100%). The left block displays the fraction of them that belong to c 1 , and the right block those that belong to c 2 . Both blocks are interpolated between white and the color of the respective class. By using the buttons on the bottom right, selected dimensions can be moved to the table on the right. If it contains dimensions, the left table is restricted to the set of instances that have the respective attributes, i.e. it shows the conditional distribution of attributes.
Interacting with the System
The instances in the views are highlighted (color changes to black) if hovered and selected (black edge color) if clicked by the mouse. Selection and highlight events are propagated from one to all other views. This is known as brushing and linking. The Classifier and the Cluster View also support panning and zooming. While the Primary Data View contains all instances available, the Classifier and the Cluster View only show those from the test set. They ignore highlight or selection events for other instances. If a node in the Cluster View is selected or hovered, all child nodes are highlighted and a selection event is triggered for all instances contained in the respective cluster. In all tables, columns can be sorted arbitrarily, and rows are sorted by any column when clicking on the column header.
The purpose of the Cluster View is to guide users' attention to nodes that are candidates for closer inspection. We hypothesize that instances very similar with respect to their vector representations having heterogeneous gold labels are a symptom of missing discriminatory information or a result of mislabelings. Such nodes have a high heterogeneity level (are colored red) and lie close to the perimeter of the radial tree. This means that the better the discriminatory power of the vector representation, the higher up in the cluster tree nodes with differently labeled instances are created. The heterogeneous nodes thus move higher up in the tree when improving discriminatory power of the vector representation and removing labeling errors. The Classifier View provides insight into how the classification model treats the similar yet heterogeneously labeled instances. If, e.g., the instances are scattered near the decision boundary, classification confidence for them is low which could indicate problems of data sparseness or missing discriminatory information. If they are classified with high confidence, this could be indicative of systematic labeling errors. In case they get assigned correct classes by the classifier, no intervention is necessary, but additional features could help to increase classification confidence. FeatureForge links clustering and classification on a visual and interaction level, but not at an algorithmic level. While this type of linkage is designed to help users explore the properties of a feature set and learn about its problems, we cannot guarantee that all feature or labeling problems can be identified with this approach.
The Vector Set View characterizes selected instances in terms of the defined features by showing in what dimensions they differ and how the attributes are distributed over the instances. This gives a hint about how well certain attributes are an indicator for a class in the selected set. By using the second table, interdependencies of the attributes can be explored, thus offering more fine-grained information about the distribution of attributes.
Case Study: Citation Classification
For our case study we concentrate on citation classification (Teufel et al., 2006) , where each citation occurring in a scientific text constitutes a classification instance. We enumerate the problems we discovered during an example session and suggest solutions for those findings. The dataset comes from the ACL Anthology Reference Corpus (Bird et al., 2008) and has been annotated by NLP students. We use this corpus because we have developed it ourselves (including annotation guidelines) and are familiar with it. Citations are labeled following the classification scheme of Moravcsik and Murugesan (1975) . It is comprised of four facets with two possible labels for each, resulting in four binary classification problems. For the purpose of this illustration we will focus on the facet conceptual vs. operational. Conceptual citations contain an idea or concept relevant to the citing paper, while operational citations contain a tool or programming library that the citing paper uses. The complete dataset contains 2009 citations, which we split into a training-and a test-set (80%/20%) on the granularity level of the documents containing the citations, resulting in 1605 training and 404 test instances. We used the Stanford logistic classifier for classification. We loaded an initial feature set containing 32 features of which some are standard features and some are self-developed. Examples of features are a bag-of-words representation for the sentence containing the citation, the position of the citation in that sentence, whether the citation is a constituent of this sentence, and whether the sentence contains any named entity that denotes an NLP tool.
By looking at the Cluster View with all initial features activated, we realized that a high number of citations in heterogeneous nodes on low variance levels occurred within the same sentence. The fact that one of the defined features was a bag-of-words representation of the sentence enclosing the citation and most of the other features also depend on the surrounding sentence resulted in this problem. The Classifier View showed that the classifier had problems separating those instances, even though we created the splits by separating the data on the granularity level of papers, thus citations with identical sentences did not occur in the training and the test set. This problem could be solved by splitting up sentences containing more than one citation as constituents. In the table of the Primary Data View, a parse tree containing the sentence of each citation is stored. It can be used to assign the largest constituent containing the respective citation as the basis for feature extraction. Unfortunately, we were not able to test it right away with the Stanford language, but we disabled the bag-of-words feature for the rest of the session.
The next finding was a cluster of four citations, of which two were labeled operational and two were labeled conceptual. By looking at the Primary Data View containing the sentences with the citations and the citation keys, we saw that one of the citations labeled operational was referring to datasets, the other one was referring to a specific type-hierarchy that the citing paper adopted from the cited paper. The citations labeled conceptual referred to aspects of two different QA systems. Although all of those labels were correct, we realized that it is generally not obvious where to draw the line between a tool borrowed and a concept adopted from another work. The next finding supported the assumption that such instances are problematic for annotators. It was a cluster with two citations, one citing a paper about a classification library and the other referring to a corpus. The citation to the classification library was correctly labeled operational, whereas the citation referring to the corpus was erroneously labeled conceptual. We will thus update the annotation guidelines with the instruction to label datasets used from other publications as operational, and emphasize that conceptual aspects of systems that are adopted by the citing paper are to be marked as conceptual. As examples we can use the citations just found.
Next, we discovered a node with three citations in the Cluster View. One was referring to a Prolog implementation and another was referring to a parser, both labeled correctly as operational. The third citation in the cluster was referring to a set of metrics and was labeled conceptual. This is also a borderline example, for which the annotation guidelines offered no clear guidance, but which should have been labeled operational. We will further refine the guidelines using this citation as an example.
The next cluster that attracted our attention contained three citations. Two of them were correctly labeled as conceptual, and were referring to the classification algorithm used in the work referred to. The third citation referred to the training set that was used in the cited paper. It was labeled correctly as operational. In the Classifier View, however, we could see that the classifier was not able to correctly separate these examples and all of them ended up on the conceptual side of the decision boundary. We realized that the annotation guidelines do not have clear instructions on how to label algorithms that the citing work builds on. They should be labeled as conceptual, and we will update the guidelines consequently. We then took a look at the main verbs of the sentences containing the citation, which were defined as features and thus visible in the Vector Set View. The two sentences that were labeled as conceptual had the main verbs 'describe' (with the cited classification algorithm as direct object) and 'build [on]' (with the classification algorithm as prepositional object), whereas the operational citation had the main verb 'use' (with the training set as the direct object). In the Vector Set View we saw that the classification model had weights pointing to the conceptual subspace for the two verbs 'describe' and 'build', and a weight pointing to the operational one for 'use', which was what we expected the classification algorithm to learn. However, we realized that single verbs were probably not features that offer the right granularity for classification, because they run into data sparseness problems. We thus expect to solve this particular classification problem by using verb classes as features. For this, we will build on verb classes from the VerbNet (Schuler, 2006) project.
Future Work
The FeatureForge software is currently under active development. This section presents the most important improvements we plan to implement. The first one is the integration of a more powerful feature definition language. We were not able to directly implement the ideas for new features that we had while exploring our citation data in Section 3. An example of such a more powerful language is the one sketched by (Kobdani et al., 2010) . Like the language for the Stanford Classifiers, it is based on primary instance data in a tabular format, but offers much more flexibility to extract and define features based on this data. Furthermore, primary data should not be static during the runtime of the tool. We plan to make this data extensible during runtime with new data columns for each instance, as well as with linguistic tools that can directly be used as a data source. We also plan to support real-valued vectors in the future. Second, we want to develop a measure for the quality of the clustering reflecting the discriminatory power of the features. There exist measures for the quality of a flat clustering (Manning et al., 2008, chapter 16.3) . We plan to extend those and derive a measure for the whole clustering tree. We further plan to analyze how our new measures are linked to the classification performance. Furthermore, we aim at a tighter integration of classification and clustering. In the current version of the system this integration takes place on a visual and interaction level, but we plan to explore possibilities to take the hypothesis about the data of the classifier into account for the clustering. Third, we aim at much broader evaluation of the prototype system. Since FeatureForge is tailored to a specific user group of NLP specialists, a quantitative study to investigate the usefulness of our approach will not be possible because it will be hard to find NLP-tasks and corpora with which a large number of NLP specialists are equally familiar. Nevertheless, we plan to conduct an informal study with NLP practitioners to learn about the benefits and deficiencies of the FeatureForge system.
Related Work
The contributions to the ACL Feature Engineering Symposium (Ringger, 2005) show that feature engineering plays an important role in many NLP tasks. Carefully and resourcefully engineered features are able to significantly improve classification performance. NLP problems tackled by the symposium contributions include, but are not limited to, text segmentation (Kauchak and Chen, 2005) , shallow semantic parsing (Moschitti et al., 2005) and recognition of temporal expressions (Adafre and de Rijke, 2005) . There is evidence (Scott and Matwin, 1999 ) that domain-specific feature engineering is also beneficial for a task such as text classification, where the bag-of-words model is established and shows good performance in many situations. Berend and Farkas (2010) present a set of new and effective features for automatic keyphrase extraction from scientific papers. Those examples all show the importance of linguistic feature creation for statistical NLP applications. Kobdani et al. (2010) identify the creation of feature representations for linguistic instances as the most crucial and costly step in the process of building an NLP application.
There are approaches to feature space examination that build on visualization to give users insight into the usefulness and discriminatory power of feature representations. Kienreich and Seifert (2012) apply matrix reordering algorithms on document-term matrices and classify and discuss typical emerging patterns. With the help of those patterns, users are able to judge the usefulness of certain terms for the discrimination of classes. Schreck and Keim (2006) create a 2D map of an instance space produced by a feature extractor for multimedia datasets. They hypothesize that the uniformity of distances between instances in different clusters and low variance between instances in one cluster correlates with the discriminatory power of a feature representation and provide visualization techniques that help users asses both characteristics. Dolfing (2007) developed a Visual Analytics system for feature engineering for the problem of optical character recognition based on an interactive clustering algorithm that, unlike our approach, directly incorporates user judgment in its clustering decisions. The popular machine learning system WEKA (Hall et al., 2009 ) offers user interfaces for clustering and classification including visualization to support the user in understanding the data better. WEKA also includes methods for feature selection. Contrary to FeatureForge, however, it does not offer any linking between clustering and classification to support the feature engineering process and offers no solution for corpus improvement.
Feature engineering is related to feature selection, which comprises a number of techniques to automatically reduce the number of dimensions of instance vectors in order to either produce more compact representations, or optimize the representations for a certain classification task. Liu and Yu (2005) provide an overview.
Conclusion
We have presented FeatureForge, a prototype system that offers a fresh approach to feature engineering and corpus improvement. It uses interactive visualization to support NLP researchers and practitioners in two aspects: (i) spot problems with the feature set and define new features to improve discriminatory power and thus classification performance, and (ii) find groups of instances that are hard to label or get systematically mislabeled by the annotators and revise the annotation guidelines accordingly and add newly found instances for better illustration of hard examples. An informal evaluation on a citation corpus showed that our approaches effectively help with those two aspects. By facilitating interactive exploration of corpora with a special focus on the labels of the instances for a specific classification task and the feature representation of the linguistic classification instances, users of FeatureForge are supported during the process of designing features and in addition they can easily spot annotation problems. We expect that future extensions of our approach will support the development of new and even better performing machine-learning based NLP applications.
